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Words in Lynx begin with quotation marks as in: 

show “Gary

Lynx lists are a collection of words or other lists, such as: 

show [lemon grape [apple pie] strawberry]

The list above has 4 elements, 3 words and 1 list. A good deal of computer programming involves taking things 
apart and putting things together. In this activity, we will take things apart. 

1) ASCII is a reporter. Try typing the following in the command center: 

show ascii “a
show ascii “e
show ascii “z 

What does ASCII do? ______________________________________ 

2) CHAR is another reporter. Try the following in the command center: 

show char 97
show char 98
show char 111

What does CHAR do? _____________________________ 

If ascii “a = 97, how can we change that number to equal 1? 

 
3) Try the following in the command center: 

show first “apple
show last “apple

What does the reporter, first, do? 

What does the reporter, last, do? 

4) Predict what each of these instructions will do before you try them.

show first [apple peach pear]
show last [apple peach pear]
How accurate were your predictions?
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Lynx is a web-based version 
of the Logo programming 
language. Programs written for 
its predecessor, MicroWorlds, 
or other Logo dialects should 
work with minor tweaks

Logo was developed as the 
first programming language 
specifically for children in 
1967. It is based on LISP, a 
language still in use today, 
especially in artificial 
intelligence applications

Scratch, SNAP!, MakeCode, 
Turtle Art, Turtle Stitch, Beetle 
Blocks, and even Python owe 
a great deal to Logo.



5) What do you think will happen if you type the following? Make a prediction and then run the instructions in 
the command center. Write the results next to the instruction.

show first first [apple peach pear]
show last first [apple peach pear]
show first last [apple peach pear]
show last last [apple peach pear]

How accurate were your predictions? 

6) Predict the result of the following instructions before typing them into the command center. Write the results 
next to the instruction.

show bf “lemon
show bl “grape
show bf bf “grape
show bl bf “grape
show bf bl “grape
show bl bl “grape

What does bf do? _________________________ 

What does bl do? _________________________ 

7) Predict the result of the following instructions before typing them into the command center. Write the results 
next to the instruction. 

show bf [apple grape peach]
show bl [apple grape peach]
show bf bf [apple grape peach]
show bl bf [apple grape peach]
show bf bl [apple grape peach]
show bl bl [apple grape peach]
show bf bl [apple grape peach]

8) Predict the result of the following instructions before typing them into the command center. Write the results 
next to the instruction. 

show first bf “grape
show first bl “grape
show last bf bf [apple grape peach]
show first bl bf [apple grape peach]
show first bf bl “grape
show first bl bl “grape
show last bf bl “grape

9) Type this procedure in the procedures center:
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to eat :thing

show first :thing
eat bf :thing
end

Try running the procedure above by typing the following in the command center:

eat “lemon
eat [apple peach grape lemon]

An error message, first does not like  as input in eat, is generated. It means that the procedure tried to 
grab the first thing out of nothing after you ate all of the other items in the word or list. Therefore, we need a 
common instruction, called a stop rule added to the procedure. 

Change the eat procedure in the procedures center to include the the stop rule (beginning with IF)

to eat :thing
if empty? :thing [stop]
show first :thing
eat bf :thing
end

Try running the procedure above by typing the following in the command center:

eat “lemon
eat [apple peach grape lemon]

Is the error message gone?

9.5) Can you write a procedure that spells a word backwards?  

10) Caesar’s Cipher Level 1

to caesar :word
if empty? :word [stop]
show (ascii first :word) - 96
caesar bf :word
end

Try running the procedure above by typing the following in the command center:

caesar “touchdown
caesar “school

11) Think about how we should improve our cipher program! 
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Challenge
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